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J. Bennett. C. Lcstor, J. Terrill, F. V. Smith, E. G. 
Kermode, Peter Brown,, C. E. O’Brien.
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to our cause and create a more favoring environ
ment for practice that will approach the ideaL Like 
many more in all party camps opposed to the Labor 
Party. Comrade McDonald, consciously or not, mis- that the annual celebration of the Paris Commune of Schott $6; J. A. McDonald $fÔ.60. 
takes action for motive—the objective facts of labor wj^j be observed at Belvedere Court, 10th Av-
policy imposed by circumstances for the underlying 
purposes of labor'which have been forced to find ex
pression in facts which belie their real nature.

I think a fair criticism, an honest criticism, that 
is to say, an informing and educative criticism of the 00 cents, Ladies 50 cents.

■' '• •*.r Local (Vancouver) No". 1, 8. P. oi C. £yHans Kraig $1.65; Alex. Shepherd $5; Qeo.announces
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fAbove., Clarion subs, received from January 17 

to February 14. inclusive, total $57.25.Main street, Vancouver, on Thursdayenue, near
March 19th. The usual (lancing program will be

:
BL”

. ,1followed, for which tickets are now on sale: Gents
' '
« •CLARION MAINTENANCE FUND

No.The members of the committee in charge of arr British Labor Party and the acts of its government 
in office would be guided by some such considéra- rangements arç expecting to see gathered together 
tions and methods as I have advanced in this ar-

Br..

I Following $1 each: J. J. Albers, Henry Holt, 
a throng of friends and sympathisers of the move- .1 T. Old (per H. W. Speed) per W. P.^Black, F. W. 
ment old and new, and they ask that all interested Moore.

This is essential

t tide. As to Comrade McDonald’s so-called critic
ism of the Labor Party, it is not a criticism, it is a - 
piece of ddiWrate misrepresentation. Words, with 
him. are not symbols of real things, but clubs.

St. John Comrades (per S. E. White) $6.75; 
.1 A.. Beckman 50 cents; “B. L. J.” $2.

Above, C. M. F., receipts from January 17 to 
Fvhrpary 14, inclusive, total $14.25.

will help to advertise the event.
financial and social success. Come. then.
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and bring others with you.C.

VALUE AND EXCHANGE VALUE Local No. 1 asks that all who have books belong
ing to the Local’s Lending Library and who have 
had them for a time longer than the alloted jkriod 
return them as soon as possible.
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(Continued from page 4)

distribution, 1 don’t think Marx had any intention 
of throwing bouquets at the class that does not labor 
when he used these terms. When he used the term 
‘‘socially necessary labor,” he was referring to the 
social, or co-operatjye labor, of that part of society 
that does labor. He had to use some term that 
would generalize the proposition, because it 
evident that the actual amount of labor expended up 
the production of each individual article of com-

did not determine its etehange value. And set ,]owll the unfortunate fact that they represent
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* merce
this ability of Marx to generalize the process of prô- 
duction and ‘distributipn and find the law of value 
proves his superiority as an economist, not only 

his predecessors, but also over most of his suc-

C-
N financial findings covering the period of two

seems to have
■ Vour

issues. The prevailing pessimism 
reached its enthusiastic stage and we appear to fol
low the fashion. Some day, they say, the fashion

We. the Soclallet Party of Canada affirm our allé* 
lance to. and support of the principles and programme 
of the revolutionary working claes.'.

Labor, applied to natural resource», produces all 
wealth. The present economic etystem Is baaed upon 
capitalist ownership of the means of production, conse
quently. all the products of labor belong to the capltal- 

The capitalist la, therefore, master; the

&
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r hover
* «-essors as well.

However, it is true that the terms “social” and will change. If and when it does, then, our figures 
“socially,” understood in their correct sense, imply w;u surely look healthier than these: 
society as a whole, and although it is not hard to ex
plain their meaning in this connection it might be _ 
well to avoid such terms as much as possible when 
dealing with wealth production

*
g1st claw, 

worker a alave.
So long aa the cepitaltit class remains In possession 

of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend Ite property rights In 
th emeans of wealth production and 1U control of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist an ever- 
swelling stream of profita, and to the worker, an ever 
Increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The Interest of the working class lies In setting 
Itself free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition 
of the wage system, under which this exploitation, at 
the point of production. Is cloaked. To accomplish 
this necessitates the transformation of capitalist pro
perty In the means of wealth production into socially 
controlled economic forces.

The irrepressible conflict of Interest between the 
capitalist and the worker necessarily expreasea Itself 4 
es a struggle for political supremacy. This Is the

I Use ~1fei
Following $1 each: Mrs, E. Dey, L. T. Morgan, 

J. J. Albers, Agnes Hollingshead, R C. McKay, 
Henry Holt, Fred Harman, J. T-^Ord (per H. W. 
Speed) Mrs. G. Korlana, Wm. Shipmaker. A. A. Ken
nedy, J J. Randall, F. W. Moore, A. C. Roga. J. 
Nybolt, J. A. Beckman.

Following $2 each : F. W. Thompson, M. Dase,
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DAMNING THE LABOR LEADERS
'wholly
owned(Continued from page 6)

and scram hie- and looking after the immediate in
terest under their nose, according to their lights. 
The brotherhood of man is not their aim, but, Busi- 

Usual. An industrial union, if feasible as a

r, profit -k
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Cloth Bound.
Revolution and Counter Revolution (Marx) 
Ancient Society------------------------------------------

proposition, has plenty of material to work on, yet 
so far, efforts to corner the common variety of labor
power have been failures. Naturally so, seeing that capitalist Production (First Nine and 31 Chapters 
l)fe average laborer, unskilled and compelled by hun
ger to wolf it alone or die is too much engrossed by 
the effort to find or keep a job to spare interest for 
idealistic attempts to organize his kind. And it 
not be ignored that it is almost impossible to main
tain a corner in a commodity where the supply out
weighs demands, as is the case with labor power.

It would seem, in the light of this Marxian view
point, that whether there had been an A. F. of L. or 

the trend of events would not have varied so 
much If conditions are favorable for a monopoly Paper Covers.

0« might venture to £££-- »» gg;,
unions priding themselves on being Social- independent Working Class Education—*----------

Communist Manifesto-----------------------------------------
. The Present Economic System (Prof. W. A. Bonger)

unions, so long as they had comfortable livings, socialism. Utopian and. Scientific-------------------------------
nation of Socialist voters would be in SUve of the Farm-----------  -

Manifesto, B. P. of ------------------ -----
Causes of Belief In God (Lafargue)--------------------------

Class Struggle.
Therefore we call upon all workers to organise un

der the banner of the Socialist Party of Canada, with 
the object of conquering the political powers for the 
purpose of setting up and enforcing the économie 
programme of the working claae. as follows:

1—The transformation, aa rapidly as possible, 
of capitalist property In the meens of 
wealth production (natural resources, factor
ies. mills, railroads, etc.) Into collective 
mean» of production.

1_The organisation and management of Indus
try by the working class.

I—The establishment, ss speedily as possible, 
of production for uae Instead of produeties 
1er profit
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hurry to change things, if jobs were plentiful 
Unions are in polities now, mainly, to consolid-

ate their favorable position under this system if they ^ gBUrl OB History (C. Stephenson and G. Deville)
But the preceding argument is intended Economic Causes of War (L»ekie)----------------------------

Civil War In France (Marx)—,—-------------------------------
All prices Include postage. 

Christianisai and Communism (Bishop W. M. Brown) 
Quantity Rates on Paper Covered Pamphlet».

10c Obey that impulse and subscribe for the 
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Address P. 0. Box 710, Vanoouver, B. 0.
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protest against this wrong-headed railing at 
craft union leaders, a la S. L. P., or at Socialist 
leaders as the freakish variety of Communists do.

Denunciation of leaders does not educate the 
followers who- after all, make the leaders.

Revolutions do not spring from the heads of

as a - -t26c ab
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Two Essays on History—
Communist Manifesto-------
Wage-Labor and Capital - 
Present Economie System
Socialism, Utopian and Scientific------
Slave of the Farm —
Manifesto of S. P. of C.

right conditio») and an enlightened proletariat, it Evotwtion of Man ------
... , __ , , Causes of BMW In God -will be successful. Vshw. Price and Profit -

Meanwhile, we await the collapee of capitalism, imak Causée el War
and try to clarify the thinking faculties of the 
hers of onr class.
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